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8.0 TOOLS: THE WEBSITE, THE WAREHOUSE, AND OTHER HELPFUL REPOSITORY TOOLS
8.1. TOOLS FOR INVESTIGATORS/REPOSITORY USERS
8.1.1. The Repository Website: SwanRepository.com
SWAN Repository provides for effective utilization of its specimens and data through online
tools and resources. The SWAN Repository website (swanrepository.com) provides visibility for the
Repository and is the primary point of contact for researchers who are interested in using SWAN
Repository specimens. The website was designed to create a contemporary and user-friendly hub
of information about the Repository and its resources. Several important tools for investigators are
located there, including: the Data Warehouse, the automated online application submission
system, summaries of available specimens, specimen-associated costs, forms and references for
approved investigators, contact information, and answers to frequently asked questions.
8.1.2. The Data Warehouse
8.1.2.1. Overview
The Data Warehouse is a searchable directory or index of SWAN data, and has
become a valuable tool in the management and utilization of SWAN resources. With nearly
20,000 variables collected thus far in the SWAN study, finding specific SWAN data can be
daunting even for associated investigators. The Repository constructed the Data
Warehouse to help make the data more easily navigated. Without allowing direct online
access to the data (which is not allowable under current IRB approvals or SWAN study
protocols), the Data Warehouse organizes the nearly 20,000 collected and created SWAN
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variables into a searchable directory, based on a keyword search engine, and built using the
internationally-recognized National Library of Medicine’s MeSH (Medical Subject Headings)
hierarchy of medical categories as a guide. Users can choose topics or keywords of interest,
then drill down to more specific subtopics (see DWscreenshot1), or search broadly via an
open search box (see DWscreenshot2). Users can view all associated variable names and
descriptions, response codes, collection methods, assay descriptions, and study years
collected, and then select variables, assemble and save them into personal libraries on the
site. As studies use Repository specimens to generate more data, this data is returned and
also made available through the Data Warehouse inventory and directory.
Data Warehouse Screenshot1: Search by Keyword
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Data Warehouse Screenshot2: Open Search Box

8.1.2.2. Data Warehouse Content and 4-Step Process
The Data Warehouse describes available data:
 SWAN Data By the end of SWAN’s Visit 13 (2013), there were 154 different
questionnaires or instruments used to collect or create the nearly 20,000 variables that
make up the body of SWAN data. Each of these data variables has been individually
linked to keywords in the Data Warehouse. Users can view descriptions of variables,
wording of study questions, methodology behind created variables, then create and
save lists of variables they are interested in (see 4-Step Screenshot below).
 Repository-Generated Data Data or results generated from SWAN Repository
specimens are returned to the Repository within 3 years of close of funding. These new
data are then incorporated back into the body of SWAN data, and are included in the
Data Warehouse directory system. The origins and methodology behind these data are
available as well.
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Data Warehouse Screenshot3: 4-Step Process

8.1.2.3. Updating the Data Warehouse
The Data Warehouse database is updated annually, as the SWAN Coordinating
Center (CC) releases newly cleaned data from the prior visit. Newly released variables are
linked to the keyword structure by Repository staff and added to the database, along with
descriptions and other supporting documentation.
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8.1.3. The Automated Online Application Submission System
Application forms are available to investigators via the Repository website. After analyzing
the Data Warehouse, available biospecimen summaries and other online information, investigators
can complete and submit online the 2 application forms necessary for requesting Repository
resources – the Inquiry Checklist and the full Application (see screenshot below). PDF documents of
both forms are available to preview on the website, prior to beginning the submission if desired.
(See section 6 for complete application process.)
Website screenshot: Online Inquiry Checklist and Application Forms

8.1.4. Biospecimen Tables
The Repository website also provides details about the SWAN specimens available for
study. The Biospecimens page contains a summary table for each available specimen type (serum,
plasma, urine and DNA) showing the number of women with samples available, average number of
vials per woman, and average vial volumes. These tables are updated on an annual basis, or
subsequent to a large sample pull.
Website screenshot: Available Biospecimen Tables
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8.1.5. Fees
Specimen-related cost tables, which provide current cost-recovery rates for obtaining
samples and creating individualized matching datasets, can be viewed on the Repository home
page under Available Biospecimens.
Website screenshot: Link to Fees associated with Obtaining Biospecimens

Website screenshot: Current Biospecimen-Related Costs
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8.1.6. Materials for Approved Applications
From the website’s home page, investigators approved to receive Repository resources can
find a number of important forms and references.
Website screenshot: Link to Materials for Approved Applications

These include the Material Transfer Agreement (MTA) and Data Use Agreement (DUA)
forms, tutorials for creating variable lists, and instructions for submitting annual progress reports,
properly acknowledging SWAN, and returning new data to the Repository.
Website screenshot: Forms and References available to Approved Investigators
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8.1.2.7. Other Investigator Tools
Other online tools for investigators include:
• description of the SWAN study design;
• the SWAN Study timeline;
• brief descriptions of completed and current Repository projects;
• schematic of the Repository application and review process; and
• FAQ page.
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8.2. TOOLS FOR REVIEWERS
A second database, the Repository Admin Center, was built to automate and streamline the review
of Repository applications. When a full application is submitted for SRO or SRAG review, individual
reviewers can be selected online and a link to the application and review questions is automatically emailed
to each reviewer. Reviewers can answer the objective review questions with a click of a button indicating
his or her level of agreement, and provide comments on each point within the associated text boxes.
Reviewers are asked to provide an overall recommendation and final comments before submitting online to
Repository staff. When all reviews are submitted, the system automatically averages responses and
compiles reviewers’ comments and votes providing neat summaries for the applicants. (For more
information on how this website and Application Reviews fit into the full Application and Review process,
see section 6 of this manual.)
Admin Center screenshot: Reviewer Questions
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8.3. INTERNAL TOOLS FOR REPOSITORY STAFF
8.3.1. Application Management
On the same Admin Center system that handles the automated review process, the
Application Management system is available to internal Repository staff. The Application
Management site is a password-protected tracking system for all inquiries and requests to access
SWAN Repository samples and data. It provides structure and space to store all communications
and documents associated with each step of the life of an application – from the inquiry,
application and review, resource transfer and data return, through the completion of the project.
(http://applicationmanagement.swanrepository.com)
8.3.2. SAS Code Generation from the Data Warehouse
The Data Warehouse also contains useful tools for Repository staff. The DW is built using a
MySQL database, and links to the SAS (Statistical Analysis System) platform. Because frozen SWAN
datasets are stored on the server as SAS datasets, this link makes possible the automation of SAS
code generation, thus forging individualized datasets and codebooks. Investigators select SWAN
variables of interest on the DW and save them into personal libraries. These variable lists drive the
production of SAS code which pulls the selected data into datasets. This automation saves all users
a great deal of time and resources.
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